Work your way with Lenovo Go

How Lenovo Go inspires and empowers productivity anywhere.
In a recent Stanford study*, those that were able to work from anywhere were found to be 13% more productive than their office-bound colleagues.

While avoiding the daily commute, employees enjoying flexible ways of working also tended to log more hours, take shorter breaks, and have fewer sick days. As a result, they were healthier, happier, and more productive.

However, modern professionals may still encounter various challenges when working away from the office. From noisy environments and the time it takes to set everything up to the lack of power sources, there are many factors that can impact on productivity levels.

Yet, with the right tools and technology, working from anywhere can be just as seamless and productive than traditional office work. Introducing Lenovo Go, a new line of innovative, portable PC accessories designed specifically for today’s modern and mobile workforce.

* https://www.business.com/articles/are-employees-more-productive-working-from-home/
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Where and how we now work has changed for good.

In fact, a recent survey found that 13%* more productive than their office-bound colleagues.

But there's a problem.

Working away from the office can be frustrating for modern professionals, as they battle with their technology and the environment. As such, they are unable to achieve their full potential.

Lenovo Go aims to eliminate all of this by bridging the gap between expectation and reality with a suite of innovative, work-from-anywhere PC accessories.

* https://www.business.com/articles/are-employees-more-productive-working-from-home/
Innovative inputs


Today’s employees are used to having purpose-built input accessories, such as keyboards and mice, to hand when in the office. But it’s when they are out and about that things can get tricky, from cramped spaces to lack of mouse mates. Lenovo Go mice and keyboards are ideal for working from anywhere. As well as multi-purpose and multi-device functionality, they work on nearly every surface, can be wirelessly charged, and are ergonomically designed. Ideal for the modern workforce and any workspace.
With most modern professionals having more than one device, the Lenovo Go Wireless Multi-Device Mouse is a feature-rich solution. Effortlessly pair with up to 3 devices (one via USB-C receiver and two via Bluetooth® with Swift Pair) and cycle between them with a push of a button. Control your experience using the programmable utility button’s meeting shortcuts. Refuel your way with multi-option charging via USB-C and wireless Qi.

The Lenovo Go USB-C Wireless Mouse makes working from anywhere a breeze. More than an ordinary wireless mouse, it’s a versatile companion capable of working on almost any surface. It’s got all the features you’d expect, too, from adjustable DPI to programmable utility buttons. And with a rechargeable battery that lasts for up to 3 months**, you can trust it’ll be ready when you are.

Having your hands flat on a table all day can create both temporary pain and long-term health issues. That’s why we designed the Lenovo Go Vertical Wireless Mouse to mimic the natural vertical angle of a handshake. Paired with an ergonomic palm and finger rest, this mouse will boost your productivity wherever work takes you.

**Supports Lenovo Unified Pairing Receiver.

* Depends on actual usage.
**Lenovo Go Wireless Split Keyboard**

4Y41C33748 – 4Y41C33790

The **Lenovo Go Split Wireless Keyboard** does away with tradition and combines modern keyboard design with advanced ergonomics. It’s a true revolution in workplace comfort, featuring posture-enhancing vertical tenting, negative tilt, and a split design that’ll keep you healthy and productive for longer.

- True ergonomic split design
- Industry-leading tactile and responsive keys
- 4° negative tilt adjustment

**Supports Lenovo Unified Pairing Receiver**

- 15 min fast-charge, up to 1 week use

---

**Lenovo Go Wireless Numeric Keypad**

4Y41C33791

Crunching numbers on a laptop in a busy café can be a real productivity killer. The **Lenovo Go Wireless Numeric Keypad** was crafted to solve this conundrum and allow you to take a full 21-key, responsive wireless keypad with you wherever you are. You’ll rarely have to worry about it running out of juice either, as a 2-hour charge gives you a whopping 3 months** of use.

---

*Depends on actual usage.*
Dependable power
Rethink. Refuel. Results.

One of the biggest challenges when working away from the office is power. Whether it’s running low on juice or lack of power socket, seeing your screen go blank can be truly frustrating. Especially with a looming deadline. Lenovo Go power accessories enable you to recharge your devices seamlessly, so that you can do your best work anywhere. Uninterrupted.
Meet a real game-changer. The Lenovo Go USB-C Laptop Power Bank is a portable power source sporting a whopping 20,000 mAh capacity. That's enough to charge your laptop at least once and your mobile devices several times over. You can charge up to 3 devices simultaneously.

**Lenovo Go USB-C Laptop Power Bank (20000 mAh)**
40ALLG2WWW

Wires not only look messy, they can also be very restrictive. That’s why we’ve done away with the frustration of cables and invented a truly wireless portable power bank. With a 10,000 mAh battery and wireless tech, one power source is all you need to provide up to 15W of wireless power to your Qi-enabled devices.

**Lenovo Go Wireless Mobile Power Bank (10000 mAh)**
40ALLG1WWW

Put the flow back in your workflow with the ability to rapidly refuel your laptop without the need for a charging cable. Operating on a first-of-its-kind Power-by-Contact (PbC) technology, the Lenovo Go Wireless Charging Kit makes it possible to wirelessly charge most of 13"-14" USB-C non-touch notebooks of up to 65W.*

**Lenovo Go USB-C Wireless Charging Kit**
4X21B84024

*See OCM for specific model compatibility list.
Active audio

Connect. Collaborate. Create.

One of the most frustrating challenges of working remotely is noise. Whether in a cafe, airport, or co-working space – noise is everpresent. When it comes time to focus, listen, and be heard, the technology you choose will make or break your productivity. The audio devices in the Lenovo Go family are engineered from the ground up to provide solutions to these challenges, like noise cancellation, acoustic echo control, automatic gain control, and much more.
The Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone brings enterprise-grade conferencing and audio to the remote workforce. When you pair the omni-directional far-field dual-microphone array with the in-call controls and effortless plug-and-play, you get a remote-friendly conferencing companion that exceeds expectations. Add Teams Certification, and you can rest easy knowing that you’ll have everything you need to make the most of your favorite UC platform.

**Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset**

4XDIC99223

The Lenovo Go Wired ANC Headset brings greatly anticipated communication and collaboration solutions to the modern workforce. Cutting-edge active noise-cancelling and environmental noise-cancelling technology that gives you control over your environment. Intuitive in-call controls. Effortless plug-and-play. Microsoft Teams certification. This headset makes an ideal for wherever work and life takes you.
Lenovo Go Wireless ANC Headset
4XD1C99221 : Headset only
4XD1C99222 : Headset with Charging Stand
4XF1C99224 : Charging Stand only

Get the premium Microsoft Teams experience with our Lenovo Go Wireless ANC Headset that delivers consistent, reliable calling and playback every time. Whether you are in the office or out and about, you’ll always be able to hear and be heard – thanks to the powerful built-in active noise cancellation. With a stable Bluetooth® connectivity (via Bluetooth® Receiver or via Swift Pair) and sporting 35 hours* of battery life and 30 m** of range, your creativity will never be limited.

Crystal-clear voice with ambient noise cancellation
All-day comfort, ambidextrous design
Simultaneously connects to up to 3 devices

Lenovo Go USB-C ANC In-Ear Headphones
4XD1C99220

The Lenovo Go USB-C ANC Headphones are engineered to help you overcome any distractions when working away from the office. From industry-leading noise cancelling that makes taming your environment easy to intuitive in-call controls and Microsoft Teams certification that guarantee audio and calling performance you can rely on.

Crystal-clear voice with ambient noise cancellation
All-day comfort, multiple ear tips for best fit
Compatible with mobile, optimized for PC

* Battery life may vary based on usage
** In no-interference environment
Storage solution


When on the go, having somewhere to quickly stow, organize, and protect your PC accessories can save you time and effort. It also means that you can hit the ground running whenever you need to work from next.
The Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer is a carry case like no other. Inside, you’ll find all the storage and organization features you’d expect from a premium carry case. And outside, you’ll find a tough exterior designed to keep the tools of your trade protected on the go.

Portable compact protection  
Dedicated storage compartments  
Sleek minimalist design
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